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When light illuminates the junction formed between a sharp metal
tip and a sample, different mechanisms can contribute to the
measured photoinduced force simultaneously. Of particular interest
are the instantaneous force between the induced dipoles in the tip
and in the sample, and the force related to thermal heating of the
junction. A key difference between these 2 force mechanisms is their
spectral behavior. The magnitude of the thermal response follows
a dissipative (absorptive) Lorentzian line shape, which measures
the heat exchange between light and matter, while the induced
dipole response exhibits a dispersive spectrum and relates to the
real part of the material polarizability. Because the 2 interac-
tions are sometimes comparable in magnitude, the origin of
the chemical selectivity in nanoscale spectroscopic imaging
through force detection is often unclear. Here, we demonstrate
theoretically and experimentally how the light illumination gives
rise to the 2 kinds of photoinduced forces at the tip–sample junc-
tion in the midinfrared. We comprehensively address the origin of
the spectroscopic forces by discussing cases where the 2 spectrally
dependent forces are entwined. The analysis presented here pro-
vides a clear and quantitative interpretation of nanoscale chemical
measurements of heterogeneous materials and sheds light on the
nature of light–matter coupling in optomechanical force-based
spectronanoscopy.

optically induced force | induced (image) dipole | tip-enhanced thermal
expansion | nanoscale spectroscopic imaging |
photoinduced force microscopy

The light–matter interaction responsible for optically induced
forces has enabled imaging and manipulation of various ob-

jects at nanoscale and microscale (1–3). These optically induced
forces can originate from local electromagnetic field gradients,
radiation pressure, and/or thermal expansion of materials, and
are sensitive to material properties such as optical (4), chem-
ical (5), and mechanical (6) properties including chirality (7).
Such optical forces are of fundamental importance in appli-
cations ranging from optical trapping (8, 9) to modern mi-
croscopy techniques (10–12). Recent efforts in microscopy
through optical force detection have focused on the high-
resolution capabilities of scan-probe techniques with chemical
selectivity to meet a growing demand in nanoscience and
nanotechnology for compositional analysis at the nanoscale.
Photoinduced force microscopy (PiFM) (5, 13), photothermal-
induced resonance technique (PTIR) (11, 14, 15), and peak
force infrared microscopy (PFIR) (12) are prime examples of
imaging techniques that probe optical forces, enabling chemi-
cally sensitive mapping of materials at the nanoscale. In addi-
tion, the light-based scan-probe approach also facilitates the
study of fundamental light–matter interactions in the tip–
sample junction, such as polaritonic effects in van der Waals
materials (16, 17).
Both PTIR and PFIR probe the spectroscopic response of the

sample by registering the thermal expansion of the material, which
is in mechanical contact with the tip and in contact resonance
mode. Although these latter approaches generate nanoscale maps
with genuine chemical contrast, they require the tip to be in physical

contact with the sample. In some cases, scanning in contact mode
may pose problems and can damage the sample and the tip. Com-
pared to the PTIR and PFIR, the recently developed PiFM operates
in the noncontact/tapping mode while monitoring the photoinduced
force between the tip and the sample. Theoretically, when the light
illuminates the tip–sample junction, the induced dipoles in the tip
and in the sample generate a coulombic force whose spectral re-
sponse follows a dispersive line shape (5, 18, 19). Meanwhile, near
molecular resonances, there is a temperature rise of the sample due
to light absorption, which results in the thermal expansion of the
sample. The spectral response of the thermal expansion follows a
dissipative (absorptive) Lorentzian line shape (20, 21), as observed
in PTIR and PFIR, which measure the heat exchange between light
and matter.
Because the 2 interactions are sometimes comparable in

magnitude with respect to the sample’s optical and thermal
properties, the origin of the chemical selectivity of the nanoscale
spectroscopic imaging through force detection is often unclear.
Moreover, specialized detection techniques such as heterodyne-
detected PiFM (side-band mode), which operates in the non-
contact/tapping mode and is sensitive to the surface response (22)
rather than the bulk response, make it rather challenging to un-
derstand the coupling mechanism between the thermal expansion
and the oscillating tip. In this work, we reveal the origin of the
photoinduced force by studying each force with respect to the
sample’s optical and thermal properties in the midinfrared (MIR)
range by implementing the PiFM. We also underline the noncontact
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and surface-localized nature of the heterodyne PiFMmeasurement
by comparing it with other optomechanical force microcopy tech-
niques such as the PTIR measurements and homodyne-detected
PiFM (direct mode). Finally, we comprehensively address the or-
igin of the spectroscopic forces—thermal versus dipole interaction—
for the case where the 2 spectral responses coexist. A rigorous
theoretical description and corresponding experimental demon-
strations will be presented.

Results
Induced Dipole Force. We first examine the magnitude of the
photoinduced dipole force for different sample materials and
compare it to the magnitude of thermal expansion forces.
Schematic diagrams of the induced dipole and the thermal ex-
pansion are sketched in Fig. 1 A and B, respectively. For the
induced-dipole interaction, the light illumination induces di-
poles in the tip and in the sample, which then mutually interact
with each other. A coulombic force is present between the in-
duced dipoles of the tip and the sample, which is given as fol-
lows (13, 23):

FdipðzÞ≈−
3Re

�
αpt αs

�

2π«0ð2zÞ4
jE0j2, [1]

where αt and αs are the complex effective polarizability of the tip
and sample, respectively, within the point dipole approximation; z
is the distance from the center of the dipole to the surface; and E0
is the incident field. The spectral response is proportional to
Refαpt αsg= α′tα

′
s + α″tα

″
s. Away from the tip’s plasmonic resonance,

where α′t is nearly constant and α″t ∼ 0, the spectral line shape of
the photoinduced force Fdip is dispersive near the molecular res-
onance of the sample (5, 20).
The induced dipoles exhibit both resonant and nonresonant

contributions to the polarizability αs. The nonresonant polarizability
introduces a background in the frequency domain. For example,
using the Clausius–Mossotti relation, the real part of the relative
polarizability of polystyrene (PS) (αps) is around 0.42 relative to the
polarizability of Au (αAu) in the range between 1,380 cm−1 and
1,560 cm−1, as shown in Fig. 2. The spectral response of α′ps near the
vibrational resonances of 1,454 and 1,492 of PS shows a dispersive
lines shape (red dash line). The spectral variation of the resonance
is one order of magnitude smaller than the nonresonant back-
ground value of 0.42. Consequently, the spectral contrast near the

molecular resonance is limited, and thus difficult to measure in
PiFM measurements, even if the total magnitude of Fdip is suffi-
ciently above the noise level (5, 19, 24). The induced dipole force
for a 60-nm PS film on a Si substrate is analytically calculated by
implementing the finite dipole model (25, 26), indicated in Fig. 2 by
the blue solid line. While the overall magnitude of Fdip constitutes a
few piconewtons, which is within detectable limits, the spectral
variation is in the sub-piconewton range, close to typical noise lev-
els. Details of the computation are found in SI Appendix, section 1.
The nonresonant polarizability is related to the effective re-

fractive index of the sample. For example, the induced dipole force
can distinguish an Au nanowire (NW), which has no plasmonic
resonance in the MIR range between 1,500 cm−1 and 1,750 cm−1,
from other dielectric materials based on the nonresonant polariz-
ability. In Fig. 3B, the topography of a rectangular Au NW with a
200-nm width and a 50-nm height on a glass substrate is shown. In
the 1,500 to 1,750 cm−1 range, the effective refractive index of the
Au NW is around 2.0 to 2.7, while that of glass is around 1.2 to 1.3.
At 1,500 cm−1, where there is no plasmonic resonance of the Au
NW nor a spectral resonance of the glass substrate, the Fdip on the
Au NW is around 3 times greater than that on the glass substrate.
The Au NW is successfully visualized on the glass substrate at
1,600 cm−1 and at 1,500 cm−1 with the induced dipole force, as
shown in Fig. 3 C and D, respectively. The spectral dependence of
the power-normalized photoinduced force in the range between
1,500 cm−1 and 1,750 cm−1 is nearly flat for both the Au NW and
the glass substrate, as is evident from Fig. 3E.

Thermal Expansion Force. The latter experiments indicate that,
although the induced dipole force provides sufficient contrast to
discriminate different materials based on their MIR polariz-
abilities, the same photoinduced force is insufficient for resolving
the polarizabilities associated with fundamental vibrational
transitions in molecular samples above practical noise levels.
Near molecular resonances, there is a temperature rise of the
sample due to light absorption, which results in strain de-
formation of the sample that eventually gives rise to thermal
expansion (11). The strong field enhancement in the tip–sample
junction not only enhances the induced dipole moment but also
increases the absorption of MIR light by the sample (15). The
diagram illustrating the thermal response to incident light ab-
sorption is given in Fig. 1B. The thermal expansion (ΔL) couples
to the tip through the gradient of the tip–sample intermolecular
force (Fts). In the small oscillation limit, the thermal expansion
force between the tip and the sample is given as follows (27):
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FthðzÞ≈∂Fts

∂z
ΔLðzÞ, [2]

with ΔLðzÞ≈ σdΔTðzÞ, where σ is the linear thermal expansion
coefficient, d is the thickness of the sample, and ΔT is the tem-
perature increase due to light absorption.
The crucial difference between the induced dipole force and

the thermal expansion force is the dependence of the force with
respect to the optical frequency. In Fig. 4, the calculated force
spectra of Fdip (blue dash line) and Fth (red solid line), based on
literature values of the optical constant of PS (28), are plotted
along with the PiFM experimental results for the 60-nm PS film
on a Si substrate. Rather than mimicking the induced dipole
force, the PiFM data correspond remarkably well to the calcu-
lated Fth. The Fdip shows a relatively small spectral variation
below a few hundred femtonewtons and the spectral shape is
dispersive. On the other hand, the Fth shows relatively large
spectral change of a few tens of piconewtons and the spectrum
resembles a dissipative (absorptive) Lorentzian profile, which
closely mimics the measured PiFM spectrum. Details of the
calculation can be found in the SI Appendix, section 2.
Comparison of the induced dipole force and the thermal ex-

pansion force, as relevant to molecular vibrational resonances in
the MIR, thus reveals that Fth dominates the observed spectro-
scopic contrast. We next focus on the nature of the thermal ex-
pansion force as measured in heterodyne PiFM experiments.
Because the tip enhances the absorption in the near field, the
thermal expansion in the tip–sample junction exhibits a charac-
teristic behavior. The instantaneous thermal expansion can be
considered as 2 forms of material expansion underneath the
sharp metal tip, given as ΔLðzðtÞÞ≈ΔLtðzðtÞÞ+ΔLgðtÞ (27),
where ΔLt is the tip-enhanced thermal expansion and where ΔLg
is the global thermal expansion. These 2 contributions rely on the
fact that the sample experiences 2 kinds of optical fields; one is
the tip-enhanced near field and the other is the unaltered
(nonconfined) incident field. The field enhancement at the tip
rapidly decreases near the sample surface so that the absorption
volume is limited by the spatial extent of the near field un-
derneath the tip, which determines the tip-enhanced thermal
expansion (ΔLt) and represents the surface-selective response.
On the other hand, the global thermal expansion (ΔLg), which
directly absorbs the incident light, is irrelevant to the presence of
the tip and represents the bulk response of the sample. The

expansion mechanisms are illustrated in a simplified picture in
Fig. 5A. These thermal expansion behaviors are usually not
separable with the conventional contact mode PTIR technique.
However, because PiFM is operated in the noncontact/tapping
mode with the heterodyne method (side-band mode) (22), which
modulates the light at the beating frequency between the 2 ei-
genmodes of the cantilever at fm = jf2 ± f j1 as sketched in Fig. 5B,
the heterodyne PiFM signal can successfully separate the surface
response from the bulk response (27). Further details on the
thermal expansion dynamics in PiFM can be found in SI Ap-
pendix, section 3.
The ΔLtðzÞ is generated at the side-band coupled frequency

by coupling the incident light absorption at fm with the motion
of the tapping amplitude at f2. As derived in SI Appendix,
section 3, the modulation depth of ΔLtðzÞ at fs is a function of
the noncontact/tapping amplitude of A2, and is given as
ΔLtðzðfsÞÞ≈ ð∂ΔLðzðfmÞÞ=∂zÞA2ðzðf2ÞÞ. It decreases in the con-
tact region because the tapping amplitude decreases. In Fig.
5C, the theoretically expected ΔLtðzðfsÞÞ is plotted with respect
to the tip–sample distance. The dominant force mechanism
is manifested in the noncontact region. Experimentally, the
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noncontact region can be distinguished from the contact region
in tapping mode PiFM by monitoring the phase shift of the tapping
motion with respect to the tip–sample distance. When an attractive
(or repulsive) force affects the tip, the tapping phase shifts toward
positive (or negative) phase values relative to the interatomic force
gradient. Fig. 5D shows the distance dependent heterodyne PiFM
signal as measured on the 60-nm PS film at the 1,492 cm−1 vibra-
tional resonance using a tapping amplitude under 1.7 nm. The
heterodyne PiFM signal (red solid line) clearly increases in the
noncontact region (positive tapping phase) and shows a maximum
while it decreases in the contact region (negative tapping phase).
Note that a positive tapping phase indicates the presence of a
noncontact photoinduced force. The noncontact nature of the
photoinduced thermal force is also demonstrated in another recent
work (29), in which the photoinduced force dynamics are directly
probed through the time-resolved peak force version of the pho-
toinduced force microscope (pf-PiFM). Hence, the peak in Fig. 5D
relates to the maximum position of pf-PiFM in the noncontact
region. The simultaneously measured tapping amplitude (blue
solid line) and mechanical DC deflection (green solid line) curves
can be found in Fig. 5E. Note that the hard contact region starts
near a tip–sample distance of −1 nm where the heterodyne PiFM
signal disappears because the tapping amplitude goes to zero. In
the heterodyne measurement, the tip-enhanced thermal expansion
is dominated by the noncontact interatomic tip–sample force
rather than the contact force or the photoacoustic mechanism, as
was suggested in the previous work (21), because the signal van-
ishes in the contact region as well as in the region far away from
the surface. SI Appendix, section 4 contains a deeper discussion of
the noncontact nature of the heterodyne PiFM measurement.
Another interesting feature of the tip-enhanced thermal ex-

pansion force is its localized response to the sample surface,
which shows a saturation rather than the continuous increase
with respect to the sample thickness. The gap field enhancement
between the tip and a high index substrate such as a Si wafer
decreases with increasing thickness of the organic sample, PS,

while the heating volume is proportional to the sample thickness.
This results in a maximum in the tip-enhanced thermal expan-
sion (ΔLt) as a function of the sample thickness, as quantitatively
calculated in the Fig. 6B. On the other hand, the global thermal
expansion depends on the heating volume of the sample, so that
it is directly proportional to the sample thickness until the focal
volume. Note that, because the tip-enhanced thermal expansion
is a localized response, the magnitude of the tip-enhanced
thermal expansion is one order of magnitude smaller than the
global thermal expansion in the thicker region. Thus, the total
thermal expansion generally follows the global thermal expan-
sion with respect to the thickness. The details of the diagram
with a quantitative calculation can be found in SI Appendix,
section 2. The ΔLg response can be measured by homodyne-
detected PiFM (direct mode) (23), which probes the total ther-
mal expansion by directly modulating the light at the detection
(fundamental) eigenmode of the cantilever as fm = f1.
To demonstrate the maximum behavior of the tip-enhanced

thermal expansion force, we also examined a polymer wedge
sample (Fig. 6A) made of PS on a Si substrate. The thickness of
the PS layer ranges from a few tens of nanometers to a few
hundreds of nanometers. The topographic image of the PS
wedge is shown in Fig. 6D. The wedge is to the right side of the
image, and some small debris of PS is found on the left side of the
image, whose heights range from 30 to 40 nm. The heterodyne
PiFM signal of the PS wedge at the 1,492 cm−1 IR vibrational
resonance is obtained simultaneously and shown in Fig. 6G. The
small debris is clearly imaged with a high signal-to-noise ratio,
while the thick wedge shows a gradually decreased signal. To
prove that the localized behavior is a unique characteristic for the
heterodyne PiFM signal, we directly compare it with the homo-
dyne PiFM signal and the PTIR signal of the PS wedge sample.
Because both the homodyne-detected PiFM and PTIR probe the
total thermal expansion, a continuously increasing signal behavior
is expected. In Fig. 6 H and I, we observe that the homodyne
PiFM and PTIR contrast gradually increase as a function of PS
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thickness and the small debris is rarely visible. This is because ΔLt
is manifest predominantly on the subnanometer scale, even for a
sample thickness of a few hundred nanometers, while ΔLg may
easily reach a scale one order of magnitude greater as shown in
Fig. 6B. The line profiles at the white dashed lines in Fig. 6 G–I
clearly show the maximum behavior of the heterodyne PiFM
signal, while the homodyne PiFM signal and the PTIR response
show a gradually increased response.

Mixed Case of Induced Dipole and Thermal Forces. The induced di-
pole contrast can be enhanced with the help of the tip-enhanced
thermal expansion of a functionalized tip (30). It is well known that
some commercial cantilevers may have a thin layer of poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) contamination (1∼2 nm) on their
surface, which can be traced to the packaging and shipping
container (31, 32). Because the thermal expansion coefficient
of PDMS is one order of magnitude larger than other poly-
mers, the PDMS absorption at the tip end can generate ad-
ditional strong tip–sample distance modulation by absorbing
the enhanced field at the tip end despite its limited thickness.
This can be regarded as a resonant enhancement of the in-
duced dipole contrast (effective index “contrast”, not the Fdip
itself) through the tip-enhanced thermal expansion of the PDMS,
because the field at the tip end is sensitive to the refractive index of
the sample. Control experiments of the PiFM response with both
the PDMS-functionalized tip and the PDMS-cleaned tip are
thoroughly discussed in SI Appendix, sections 5 and 6.
Using a PDMS-functionalized tip, we study a case where the in-

duced dipole and the thermal expansion contrasts are both relevant
in the PiFMmeasurement. For this purpose, we consider an Au NW
on a glass substrate that is partially covered with a tapered PS layer.

In Fig. 7C, the sample is visualized in heterodyne PiFM mode while
illuminated by radiation at 1,730 cm−1, an energy far from ab-
sorption resonances of any materials. In the region where the
Au NW is not covered by the PS layer, the Au is clearly resolved
through the induced dipole force. The Au NW can be distin-
guished well up until a layer thickness of about 150 nm, which
represents an enhanced subsurface probing depth relative to the
previous work (∼60 nm) in the conventional scattering-type
scanning near-field optical microscopy (33). Beyond this layer
thickness, the near field at the tip apex is affected by the effective
polarizability of the layered sample, which reduces the gap field
amplitude, and thus suppresses the photoinduced force con-
tributed by the presence of the gold material underneath.
In Fig. 7 D–F, the Au NW is mapped at different energies of

the MIR light, producing images with remarkably different
contrast. To understand these differences, it is helpful to study
the Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra of
the PS and glass materials, as well as the spectral response of the
thin PDMS layer on the tip. The relevant spectra are shown in
Fig. 7G, which are replotted from published results (28, 34, 35).
At 1,492 cm−1, PS has a strong vibrational absorption, whereas
the other 2 materials show limited response at this energy. At
1,268 cm−1, the strongest response is from PDMS. In the 1,000 to
1,100 cm−1 range, both the glass substrate and the PDMS layer
exhibit vibrational resonances. Fig. 7H shows how the various
vibrational resonances translate into changes in the PiFM signal.
Here, PiFM spectra are taken at various points in Fig. 7B, in-
dicated by 3 crosses. At the location of the red cross, where the
tip is positioned on the glass, the red PiFM spectrum in Fig. 7H is
obtained. The spectral response follows the FTIR spectrum of
the PDMS layer on the tip. However, the photoinduced force
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grows stronger in the 1,000 to 1,100 cm−1 range, where the glass
response is substantial. We thus see that the tip-enhanced ther-
mal expansion force of the PDMS effectively enhances the re-
sponse from the substrate underneath, in this case, glass.
When the tip is positioned on the Au NW, indicated by the

black cross in Fig. 7B, we do not expect vibrational resonances
from the gold. The PiFM spectrum again follows the spectral re-
sponse of the PDMS layer, this time without an amplification of a
particular region. The PiFM signal at a frequency off-resonance
for glass is, however, significantly stronger when measured over
the Au NW compared to when it is measured over glass. This
reflects the magnitude of the gap field, which is significantly
stronger in the case of gold, thus increasing the absorption of light
energy by the PDMS layer. In addition, the induced dipole force
Fdip is stronger over gold than it is over glass, which is reflective of
their refractive index differences. Last, when the tip is positioned
at the PS wedge (blue cross in Fig. 7B), the blue PiFM spectrum in
Fig. 7H is observed. We see contributions from both the thermal
expansion of the PS material as well as the PDMS layer on the tip.
With this spectral dependence in mind, we can now interpret

the PiFM maps of Fig. 7 D–F. At 1,268 cm−1, shown in Fig. 7D,
PDMS has a strong vibrational resonance that enhances the
photoinduced force signal over the Au NW. The image resembles

that of Fig. 7C, however, the overall PiFM signal in Fig. 7D is
much stronger with a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio and an
enhanced subsurface probing depth of about 250-nm. Hence, by
detecting the gold response through a vibrational resonance of
PDMS, the effective photoinduced force is markedly enhanced.
Because the force is based on the tip-enhanced thermal expansion
of the PDMS, the force spectrum shows the absorptive Lorentzian
shape of the PDMS, while the mapping produces the effective
index map (induced dipole contrast) of the sample.
In Fig. 7E, the PiFM signal is measured at 1,020 cm−1, where

both the glass and the PDMS have a broad and strong absorp-
tion. The measured thermal expansion force over the glass is now
comparable in magnitude to the PDMS-enhanced effective force
signal over the gold. Consequently, in this range, PiFM mapping
reveals limited contrast between the Au NW (refractive index
contrast) and the glass substrate (thermal contrast). Note that
the deposited Au NW can still be visualized inside the PS wedge
by the effective index contrast as aided by the PDMS absorption.
At 1,492 cm−1, the PiFM map shown in Fig. 7F is obtained. At

this energy there are no absorption resonances except from PS.
We may expect a contribution from the PS through the thermal
expansion force. The glass and Au NW response at this energy,
however, are governed by the PDMS-enhanced effective force
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signal. The Au NW is well resolved on the glass substrate, while
the PS wedge shows the tip-enhanced thermal expansion be-
havior at 1,492 cm−1. Note that because the tip-enhanced ther-
mal expansion reflects the surface response, the PiFM
heterodyne signal of the PS material on top of the Au NW shows
a maximum as a function of PS thickness. Here, the maximum
photoinduced force is found around 100 nm. Meanwhile, the PS
material on top of the glass substrate rapidly saturates at a
sample height of 70 nm. This is because the glass has a smaller
refractive index (1.20) than the PS wedge (1.58), while the Au
NW has a bigger index (2.69) in the MIR range. The gap field
enhancement between the tip and the PS wedge increases with
growing thickness of the PS material on the glass substrate while it
decreases on the Au NW. This generates a different tip-enhanced
thermal expansion response of the PS wedge, depending on the
underlying substrate material, as is also evident from the 3D
rendering obtained at 1,492 cm−1 and shown in Fig. 7A.

Discussion
We thus see that the induced dipole and the thermal expansion
highly depend on the sample geometry and the material’s
properties. In Fig. 8, we present a comparison of the expected
forces for different materials. The thermal expansion force is
characterized by 3 material parameters: the absorption co-
efficient (aabs), the relaxation time ðτrelÞ, and the thermal ex-
pansion coefficient (σ). The absorption coefficient increases at
the molecular resonance, and thus the light energy is converted
to heat, causing a temperature rise of the sample. The absorbed
heat simultaneously undergoes a cooling process with respect to
the relaxation time, τrel ≈ 1.13ð4=π2Þd2=D, which is related to the
sample size (d) and the thermal diffusivity (D) (14, 27). Sub-
sequently, the net accumulated heat deforms the sample to in-
duce a thermal expansion determined by σ, which is related to
the covalent bonding strength in the material. Materials with
strong chemical bonds exhibit a smaller thermal expansion such
as a crystalized metal structure. Thus, the thermal expansion
force is usually dominant in most of dielectric materials (weak
oscillator) near its molecular resonance and especially strong for
linear polymer chains, which boast thermal expansion forces of a
few hundred piconewtons even for a monolayer (15).
On the other hand, because the induced dipole force depends

on the polarizability of a material, it is generally enhanced by
noble metals, which have a high density of free electrons. The
force is greatly enhanced for a strongly responsive oscillator such
as a metal/inorganic polar crystal at plasmon/phonon polariton
resonance where the permittivity is −1 or −2 (17, 36). Contrary
to the strong oscillator, the magnitude of the polarizability

change related to the weak oscillator near molecular vibrational
resonance is one order of magnitude smaller than the non-
resonant polarizability value. Because the magnitude of Fdip
depends on both the polarizabilities of the metal tip and the
sample, the force on the weak oscillator near a molecular reso-
nance can be large in the range between a few piconewtons to a
few tens of piconewtons (19, 37), while its spectral variation due
to vibrational resonances is sub-piconewton. Because our system
noise level is around 0.1 pN, the corresponding spectral variation
for the dielectric materials is hardly detectable.
For the plasmonic materials, because of the low thermal

properties (high D and low σ) of the metal, while the polariz-
ability diverges near its resonance, the induced dipole force
easily surpasses the thermal force. For example, a gold film on
the glass substrate shows a strong field enhancement at the tip
using P polarized light because of the excitation of surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) (38), where the «′ = −1. The propa-
gating SPP field distribution cannot be explained by the thermal
expansion mechanism because the heat due to the SPPs is rapidly
diffused on the Au film and the strong covalent bonds of the
metal require more heat for their deformation. Besides that,
Huang et al. and Tumkur et al. also successfully demonstrated
that the dominant force for the plasmonic structure at its local-
ized surface plasmon resonance is the induced dipole force by
mapping the field distribution of the gold nanoparticle (36) and
nanodisk (39). In the same manner, the induced dipole force
observed from guided phonon polaritons of h-BN, which also has
high D and low σ, produces distinct spatial maps of the guided
phonon polaritons through their optical field gradient force
(induced dipole force) (16).
In summary, we have shown, theoretically and experimentally,

that both the induced dipole force (electromagnetic effect) and
the tip-enhanced thermal expansion force (thermodynamic ef-
fect) of nanoscale materials contribute to the photoinduced force
in the tip–sample junction. They are manifested simultaneously
but have their own characteristic behaviors. For the induced
dipole interaction, the tip induces an image dipole in the sample,
which mutually interacts with the tip. The spectral dependence
of the force follows the index of refraction so that its spectrum
exhibits a dispersive line shape, which means that there is a
nonresonant force even when the light energy is tuned off a
molecular resonance. On the other hand, the thermal expansion
force is the result of light absorption, which modulates the tip–
sample distance through photothermal expansion, which even-
tually results in the modulation of the interatomic force. Because
the force is based on the absorption of light quanta, the force
spectrum follows the dissipative (absorptive) line shape. In the
sense of “chemical” imaging, absorptive Lorentzian line shapes
significantly facilitate the interpretation of the molecular re-
sponse, and in this regard the photothermal response may be
preferred over the induced dipole force. The induced dipole
force may be valuable in the limit of chemical imaging, where the
thermal expansion is minimal, i.e., in single-molecule imaging, as
well as in field characterization of plasmonic/phononic materials.
The insights obtained from this study can be applied to recent
advances in optomechanical nanoscopy and spectroscopy to
pursue the chemical characterization of heterogeneous nano-
biomaterials as well as to reveal the nature of light–matter coupling
in van der Waals materials.

Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation. The Au NW (height is 50 nm, and width is 200 nm) is
synthesized by lithographically patterned NW electrodeposition (40) on soda
lime glass. The 60-nm PS film is prepared by using the calibrated spin-coating
method that the homopolymer PS is distributed onto Si substrate with re-
spect to the revolutions per minute of the spin coater and the density of the
PS (27). The PS wedge sample is prepared by the drop-and-dry method on a
Si substrate.
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Fig. 8. Typical force comparison between the induced dipole force and the
thermal expansion force with respect to material’s properties.
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PiFM Measurements. A VistaScope from Molecular Vista is used for the PiFM
measurements. Themicroscope is coupled to a Laser Tune quantum cascade laser
(QCL) system from Block Engineering with a tuning range from 800 to
1,800 cm−1 and a wave number resolution of 0.5 cm−1. The sample is side-
illuminated with the 40-ns pulsed beam at the 40° angle from the sample
surface by a parabolic mirror that has the numerical aperture of around 0.4. The
average illumination power of the QCL source is ∼5 mW with a 2λ diameter
focal spot. The microscope is operated in noncontact/tapping mode with a gold-
coated Si cantilever obtained from PPP-NCHAu from Nanosensors. The funda-
mental resonance is typically around 300 kHz, and the second resonance is
around 1.88MHz. The pulsed QCL beam is modulated by tuning its repetition rate
to the difference frequency of cantilever’s eigenmodes at fm = f2 − f1 = 1.58 MHz.
The free oscillating noncontact/tapping amplitude is typically around 1.5 nm
at the second eigenmode of the cantilever and the experiment is performed
at 88% of the free oscillating amplitude, where the phase is still positive,
corresponding to the noncontact region.

PTIRMeasurements. The resonance-enhanced PTIRmeasurement is conducted
by using the contact mode of Vista-IR microscope, which tunes a repetition
rate of Laser Tune QCL to a cantilever’s contact resonance as fm = fc (15, 27).
PPP-FMAu from Nanosensors, a soft gold-coated Si cantilever, whose fun-
damental resonance is 69.8 kHz and stiffness is 3 N/m, is used for the mea-
surements. The contact mode Vista-IR microscope demodulates the resonance-
enhanced PTIR signal at the contact resonance of fc = 369 kHz.

Sensitivity of a Cantilever in PiFM. The cantilever’s force sensitivity at ith ei-

genmode derives from the thermal noise of it, given as Ni =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4KBTBQi=ωiki

p
,

where ωi, Qi, and ki are the resonance frequency, quality factor, and stiffness
of the ith eigenmode of the cantilever, B is the system bandwidth, KB is
Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. For the typical PPP-
NCHAu (Nanosensors) parameters given as ω1 = 2 π × 300 kHz, ω2 = 2 π ×
18,800 kHz, Q1 = 543, Q2 = 697, k1 = 37 N/m, and k2 = 1,454 N/m, the thermal

noises for the fundamental and the second eigenmodes are found asN1 ≈ 1.13 pm
and N2 ≈ 0.08 pm, where B = 10 Hz and T = 300 K, respectively. The mini-
mum detectable forces, which correspond to the PiFM force sensitivity, given
as Fmini = kiNi, are 0.08 and 0.17 pN for the fundamental and the second
eigenmodes, respectively. For the typical PPP-FMAu (Nanosensors) parameters
given asω1 = 2 π × 69.8 kHz, ω2 = 2 π × 437.6 kHz,Q1 = 180,Q2 = 300, k1 = 3 N/m,
and k2 = 1,454 N/m, the minimum detectable forces are 0.08 and 0.15 pN for
the fundamental and the second eigenmodes, respectively.

Associated Content. The modeling of the induced dipoles and the force be-
tween tip and sample in the layered system is described in SI Appendix,
section 1. The calculation details of the tip-enhanced thermal expansion
force for 60-nm PS film on Si substrate is found in SI Appendix, section 2. The
theory of PiFM heterodyne and PiFM homodyne for the thermal expansion
at the tip–sample junction can be found in SI Appendix, section 3. The
noncontact nature of the tip-enhanced thermal expansion in the PiFM
heterodyne is discussed in SI Appendix, section 4. The PiFM and the PTIR
spectrum on a clean empty ZnSe substrate with the same tip in the range
between 900 and 1,350 cm−1 are described in SI Appendix, section 5. The
PDMS-enhanced effective force response in PiFM is rigorously discussed with
respect to the PDMS-functionalized/PDMS-cleaned tip in SI Appendix,
section 6.

Data Availability. All data are included in the manuscript and SI Appendix.
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